
SHORT SUMMARY

What is animation, how was it developed, what 
are its basic constituent elements?
 How did animated film find itself halfway 
between fine arts (utilizing such elements as line, 
surface, volume, space and colour) and film art 
(elements such as direction, cameraman’s work, 
edition, sound design and music background), 
with phenomenon of animation, i.e. animating (to 
create “frame by frame”) as a “bridge” connecting 
these extremes?
 How was animation developed, from the 
“Optical Theatre”, through film, to computer and 
digital creations – and hologram as a certain pos-
sibility, the final chapter of the entire “odyssey”?
 These, and many other questions, are dis-
cussed in the “Animation Æstetics” by Ranko 
Muniti'. This is the second, supplemented edition 
(the first one is from 1982), one of the most com-
plete inspections into constitutional and creative 
essence of the “eight art”.
 The introduction was written in 1978 by 
Alexandre Alexeieff, one of the supreme classics 
of modern art (1901-1982). At the end of the book 
there is an “Chronoanthology”, with 100 most im-
portant creations in animation, from 1892 to the 
year 2004 (selected by Ranko Muniti', Giannal-
berto Bendazzi, Italy and Rastko "iri').
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number of his essays, critics and texts were pub-
lished in numerous magazines and radio and TV 
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 At the International Short Film Festival in 
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houmously given the Life Achievement Award.
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TRANSLATION OF THE PART 
ONE, CHAPTER ONE

Part One   STRUCTURE

Chapter one 

WHAT IS, IN FACT, 
ANIMATION?
 Leafing through the literature in Serbia and 
abroad that is devoted to the art of so-called “film anima-
tion” (meaning literature with a representative number of 
bibliographic units, but lacking in questions and answers 
of real importance), we are immediately faced with the 
unwillingness of authors to carry out more complex re-
search into the wider aspects of this field. So, if we ignore 
“definitions” of an entirely optional and impressionistic 
nature, (“animation is true, pure, total film”, “the world of 
the possible within the impossible”, “the embodied infin-
ity of the imagination”, etc), we are left with no more than 
a pile of general-technical suggestions. Broader theoreti-
cal thought, however, generally moves within a circle of 
esoteric optimism which considers animation to be “the 
art of synthesis”, or, even worse, “the synthesis of art”< 
in this context it is enough to study how Marie-Thérèse 
Poncet brusquely “shoves” cartoons into all the sections 
of Souriau’s art system table (“L’esthétique du dessin ani-
mé”, 1952)…
 However, the lack of genuine will and ability to 
define this area professionally, in itself points to the insolu-
bility of the fundamental concept of getting to the heart of 
the problem, but also to insufficient familiarity with what 
is the subject of the attempted definition.
 In general, we could say that this lack of under-
standing of the essence comes from three basic, unsolved 
problems. Firstly> there has been a too superficial explana-
tion (more often than not there has been no explanation at 
all) of the phenomenon of animation as a broadly applied, 
non-media method, observed as the common denomina-
tor of many different art-designing tasks – connected as 
much to film as to all sorts of other media. Secondly> it has 
still not been clearly explained what the term “film anima-
tion” really means and to what extent such a term is valid, 
a term given to a genus used in cinematography to refer 
to the categories of cartoon, collage, puppet, or any other 
“animated film”< in short – does this sort of “cinemato-
graphic animation” completely and utterly belong to the 
art of film? Thirdly> if it does not belong unconditionally 
to film, then where does this “cinematographic”, “screen” 
animation belong?
 When we take everything into account, it turns 
out that during our research into this animation being, we 
are faced with all the basic questions without any satis-
factory answers. What is animation, what is “film anima-
tion”, when and with what does its history start, is “film 
animation” film at all, and if it is not – what is it? All these 

dilemmas require studious, well-argumented explana-
tions. This, on top of everything else, means that more er-
rors and misjudgments have been deposited in this field 
than in other areas that deal with the theoretical analysis 
of art forms. On the one hand, very few people have dealt 
with animation in a skilled way and on the other, most of 
these have subconsciously assessed the chosen area using 
the standards and values of other, different media. Also, 
animation itself has learnt – by force of circumstances – 
to camouflage more skillfully rather than develop its true 
media characteristics.
 So let us begin at the beginning.

Basic terminology and classification

 The term is of Latin origin, and we can find at 
least four words with the same root and whose meaning is 
similar to our term.
 – ANIMA, noun, feminine, in the first instance 
meaning air, in the second – wind (thus – the movement 
of air), in the third – breathing (thus the movement of air 
within a certain vital function), in the fourth – life and in 
the fifth – the soul<
 – ANIMUS, noun, masculine, meaning firstly life 
and the life force, then the soul, spirit, followed by intellect 
and reason and finally thought and reasoning<
 – ANIMATIO, noun, feminine, meaning the es-
sential feature of animalism, vitality, in all beings<
 – ANIMARE, a verb, meaning primarily to fill 
with air, followed by to breath, and, most importantly – to 
breathe life into, to make alive…
 Considered in its broadest aspect, the compass 
of all its meanings connects stationary matter (air) that is 
prone to movement, and then the process of moving in a 
mechanical (wind) or vital direction (breathing), followed 
by the results of this movement in a broader sense (life, 
soul, mind, consciousness), and finally the notion of a gen-
eral, universal quality of vitalities (animatio) within living 
beings.
 So, according to this linguistic basis, we have to 
define the concept of animation in two different ways> on 
the one hand as MOVING THE UNMOVABLE, on the 
other – as GIVING LIFE TO THE LIFELESS.
 Moving the unmovable - this could refer to anima-
tion as a technical possibility< giving life to the lifeless – 
this warns us metaphorically of a creative, artistic power.
 However, it is impossible to apply such a broad 
concept of “animation” and “animating” exclusively to 
film< namely, there are a number of independent anima-
tion fields, or rather qualities, which, depending on spe-
cific material, meaning media qualities, contain the pos-
sibility of a narrower or wider creative usage…
 Let us mention some global aspects of such quali-
ties.
 MANUAL ANIMATION, for example, includes a 
primary area in which a certain material moves in front 
of our eyes by using the simplest physical and optical 
means. Popular examples would be David Brewster’s 
“kaleidoscope” (known since 1816 – a cylinder with a sys-
tem of small mirrors which enables the infinite structural 
variations of colourful pieces of glass), John Ayrton Paris’ 
“thaumatrope” (from 1825 – two images are connected by 
a subject, drawn on two sides of a small disc equipped 
with strings< when the disc is rotated by the strings, the 



two images dissolve into one), and John Barnes Linnet’s 
“kineograph” (from 1868 – a booklet with phases of move-
ment that with fast flipping creates an impression of a 
continuous movement), and then, all sorts of manual pup-
pet animation, performed in puppet theatres (whether the 
“body” of the puppet is activated by a human hand con-
cealed in its clothes or with strings operated from above)< 
and finally, different kinds of shadow theatres, especially 
in the East.
 MECHANICAL ANIMATION refers to the el-
ementary use of mechanical options as sources of a certain 
kinetic energy> for example, in a toy or a puppet moved by 
the winding of a spring in a simple built-in mechanism, in 
metal figures or objects moved by a magnet, etc.
 TECHNICAL ANIMATION includes processes in 
which the use of static qualities of mechanics is substitut-
ed by dynamic technical features> in short, it is a toy from 
the previous example – containing an electric engine and 
moved by means of contact with an electric source. Lumi-
nous animation also belongs here< this is a field of a wide 
range of media, that includes different sorts of objects and 
ambiences “brought to life” by light, starting from simple 
or more complex lighting systems in which lights are 
turned on and off according to a pre-determined pattern. 
More recently this includes increasingly aggressive neon 
animations on the streets of the metropolis (in which often 
not only letters or pictographic messages “come to life”, 
but also simple figures), as well as the complex “luminous 
images”, sculptures and other lighting mobiles at work-
shops and galleries of modern fine arts. The cinemato-
graphic phenomenon which we intend to deal with now, 
also belongs here.
 Finally, CYBERNETIC ANIMATION presents an 
even more superiwor model of putting something into 
motion, or “bringing to life”< as an example we can use 
the robot - not the science-fiction one, but the scientific 
“machine that moves, works and thinks”. However, in 
this group may be included the recently increasingly pres-
ent computer animation, whose synthesis of images and 
movement has been enabled by specially programmed 
“electronic brains”, followed by spatial–holographic ani-
mation designed by the use of lasers, etc.
 In short, we are talking about fields that, using 
their own capacities (simple, more complex and multi-
tasked) provide their own forms of movement (again – of 
a rudimentary or more complex character), and this move-
ment as a real kinetic feature is visible both in the material 
used and in the outside context within which the whole 
process is being performed. It is, therefore, not a natural 
but an artificial – yet “real”, existing movement, except 
in the cases (»thaumatrope«, »kineograph«, cinema-to-
graphic projection) when the “visibility of the movement” 
is, in fact, due to the stroboscopic effect.
 However, we did not list these fields in order to 
deal with them in more detail, but to reach the first, nega-
tive definition of what so-called “film animation”, in fact, 
is> so far we can say that IT IS NOT AND CAN NEVER BE 
ONE OF THE ABOVE-NAMED FORMS OF ANIMATION, 
REGISTERED BY A MOVIE CAMERA AND PROJECTED 
ONTO A SCREEN. For example, a puppet theatre perfor-
mance registered with a movie camera is a film about pup-
pets or with puppets (or a film about a certain form of a 
manual animation) but it is not a puppet-animated film.
 “Film animation” is something completely different.

A few known definitions

 Raymond Spottiswoode, for example, writes in his 
book “Film and Its Techniques” from 1951 that animation 
is> “the technical term in film for bringing the inanimate to 
life”. 
Among other things, we should immediately criticize 
him for not being precise> namely, there are a number of 
ways of “bringing the inanimate to life” in a film which 
definitely belong to a wide register of manual or mechani-
cal possibilities, in fact even cybernetic animation (for ex-
ample, metal figures moved with a magnet hidden below 
the “ground” in maquettes of battle scenes, wooden or 
plastic objects moved with invisible nylon threads, ma-
quettes with a built-in spring or engine, an actor hidden 
in an artificial body, computer-programmed puppets or 
machines, etc), but they do not follow the specific laws of 
“film”, “cinematographic animation”. Because the whole 
phenomenon of film was based, in fact, on a certain phe-
nomenon of “bringing the inanimate to life”. As John Ha-
las and Roger Manvell say in the introduction to their book 
“The Technique of Film Animation” (we quote, as we will 
do later, from the third edition of 1971)> “(HERE COMES 
THE QUOTE)…”.
 Spottiswoode himself, however, tends to be more 
precise, and adds> “Animation means shooting frame by 
frame”.
 At first sight, it seems that this field now fits bet-
ter into the general framework of cinematography, and at 
the same time its specific characteristics have been empha-
sized> although every film has been created by shooting 
“frame by frame”, in feature and documentary work it has 
been done in an automatic and continuous way (because 
exposing an individual frame could not be done separate-
ly), while in “animated film”, thanks to a special “stop mo-
tion camera”, each frame-image is exposed separately, and 
the time between frames can be extended or shortened by 
command.
 However, by following a pre-formulated thesis 
like this, we are sure to make the mistake that the majority 
of researchers have made> namely, we, without exception, 
legalize cinematographic animation as an inherent part of 
film and film technique. Of course, among other things, 
this means the unavoidable presence of ALL THE ELE-
MENTS that define the essence of the phenomenon of film 
as far as technology, form and performance are concerned. 
This means neither more nor less than the following>
 a) something that stands in front of a camera, the 
world of objects to be shot<
 b) the film camera as an instrument that registers 
these phenomena<
 c) the film track with emulsion onto which images 
are fixed photographically<
 d) the projector with which these static images are 
transferred to the screen.
 e) the screen on which the projection is presented 
to the audience…
 Even the most superficial glance into the area of 
so called “film animation” reveals the continual absence 
of certain elements from the above-mentioned list. For 
example, starting with Emile Reynaud and the Corradini 
brothers we can follow a series of drawn animated works 
made without a camera, by direct drawing on film track. 
And this process, as well as removing the “objectiveness” 



in front of the lens and the camera itself, it also partly re-
moves the importance of the film track> it does not have 
to have any emulsion - an ordinary celluloid strip capable 
of passing through a projector can be used… So, while for 
feature and documentary films (and some kinds of “ani-
mated film”) we can categorically claim that they were 
made in a “real” and “total” filmic way – that they were 
shot - for the other section of cinematographic animation 
we can equally convincingly say that it was – made by 
hand…
 This is why, in order to reach a better definition, 
we will quote Ralph Stephenson – (“Animation in the 
Cinema”, 1967)> »Animated film is a kind of film that was 
CREATED frame by frame”.
 However, here is the next problem> if the “animat-
ed film” was not made exclusively by shooting - so called 
“filming” – but was “created” in another way as well – is 
this kind of product film at all? The fact that so-called “ani-
mated film”, even at the most general level of “belonging” 
to film technology, reveals some clear “inconsistencies” 
and “failures”, turns our attention to such a question> well, 
seeing that one area of “film animation” has been creat-
ed without the use (and without the essential presence!) 
of a complete set of technical film equipment – does this 
perhaps mean that the whole category of animation is, in 
essence, something different from film itself, and is to an 
extent using this media coincidentally – although it could 
manifest itself in some other way as well, in spite of the 
media in its “total” sense? All this is supported by the fact 
that the first cartoon-animated works appear several years 
before the first “real”, shot films by the Lumière broth-
ers…
 This is precisely what Ralph Stevenson talks about 
with inspiration in his book “Animation in the Cinema”> 
(HERE COMES THE QUOTE)…”. movement and the 
photographic realism…”.
 Stevenson, in 1973 in his book “The Animated 
Film”, continued> »If the illusion of movement was (HERE 
COMES THE QUOTE)…”. cinema halls and on televi-
sion…”.
 Then, the same author in the book “The Animated 
Film” said> “And in fact the cartoon film (HERE COMES 
THE QUOTE)…”.to the benefit of moving photogra-
phy…”.
 Stevenson’s thoughts warn us, however, that it 
is time to look back on the prehistory of cinematography. 
And in this, strangely, there is not a single famous histo-
rian-cineaste to help us - instead we have to look to the 
prolific author and universal explorer C. V. Ceram – and 
his book »Eine Archäologie des Kinos« from 1965.

The forerunners (1832-1880)

 »Film« says Ceram, »starts with cinematography 
(HERE COMES THE QUOTE)…” (’laterna magica’, known 
from 1646)< to invent photography (first daguerreotypes – 
1839)…«.
There is one more so-called line of development - says Ce-
ram - that should be unconditionally rejected in research 
into the roots of cinematography. This includes automa-
tons, dances by moving puppets, the Eastern shadow the-
atres, baroque moving toys, all theatre puppets, and then 
the ’wonders’ of Giovanni Battista delle Porte, Robertson’s 
’Phantasmagorie’, H. L. Childe’s ’lenticular postcards’, 

followed by the ’thaumatrope’ and ’flowing pictures’ ob-
tained by the movement of ’lateral magic’. All this, insists 
Ceram, has as much to do with the cinematography of the 
Lumière brothers as a hand truck has to do with a motor-
cycle.    
 (HERE COMES THE QUOTE)…”.

 Let us continue along Ceram’s road> it is the short-
est and most logical.
 In 1829 Joseph Antoine Ferdinand Plateau pub-
lished the findings of his initial research into the effects 
of persistent reflection of light on the retina, and in 1836 
he formulated the laws of the stroboscopic effect. In short, 
it concerns the following phenomena> if we “disassemble 
one second of a movement” into a certain number of static 
images, into several consecutive phases of this movement, 
and then we ‘spin’ these immobile pictures in front of our 
eyes, once again in a single second – then our eye, due to 
its imperfect nature, notices not each single static phase, 
but “sees” (and therefore reconstitutes) the mobile entirety 
of the movement. This is because the “reflection” of a par-
ticular phase on retina lasts a little longer (is “imprinted” 
longer) than its actual duration. In 1932 Plateau construct-
ed an apparatus which produced such an illusion of “re-
integrated” movement, and at the same time, quite inde-
pendently, a professor of mathematics in Vienna, Simon 
von Stampfer reached the same discovery. Plateau called 
his device a “fenakistoscope”, Stampfer – a “stroboscope”< 
it is a disc with a number of slots between which is placed 
a series of a dozen pictures, a phase of a particular move-
ment. If we spin the disc in front of a mirror, through the 
slots we will see a picture that is constantly moving.

 In 1834, William George Horner improved this in-
vention with his “zoetrope”, a cylindrical apparatus with 
slots< a paper strip with pictures-phases is put into the cyl-
inder, which is spun and, once again, through the slots we 
watch a continuous “animated” movement…
 Then, in 1877 Emile Reynaud constructed his 
“praxinoscope”, which is actually a zoetrope fitted with 
a central prism of mirrors in which a wholeness of move-
ment is reflected, and then, in 1880, he brought in his more 
perfect “theatre-praxinoscope”.
 Here ends the prehistoric, initial phase, the ep-
och which, between 1832 and 1880, introduced three es-
sential things> the possibility of using the stroboscopic ef-
fect in practice< the first form of pictorial recording and 
the phasal analysis of movement< the first form of visual 
reproduction - in fact the optical reintegration of the same 
movement.
 The foundations of cinematography had been 
laid.
 So, if we are ready to accept this term in its origi-
nal meaning, as both the possibility and a form of WRIT-
ING MOVEMENT (from the Greek “kinema” = movement 
and “grapho” = I write, carve), then we can conclude that 
we have just completed a course in a phase of pre-history 
or in the technological “prelude” of cinematography.
 This was a premonition of new media material, 
of a new possibility for communication… From this also 
springs the inevitability of the next evolutionary step. 
First of all, the simple, singular and therefore limited 
movement presented by the “fenakistoscope” and “prax-
inoscope” had to be outgrown< it had to be made possible 



for a complete story to be articulated by a recorded move-
ment, for a plot of the story to be laid out, to bring about 
an occurrence, to establish dramaturgic-narrative conti-
nuity, in short – to create a whole out of the fragments, a 
whole full of creative modelling and with a superstructure 
of meaning. Secondly, the movement had to be changed 
from an insecure manual improvisation into a disciplined, 
technically “tamed” mobile whole. And thirdly – a form 
of reproducing this whole had to be perfected, to make 
it possible for a larger number of spectators to follow the 
course of a visual performance at the same time.
 Only then will this premonition of the new media 
become of relevant practical value.

The pioneers (1888–1911)

 There is one creator who managed to achieve all 
this - Emile Reynaud< by 1888 he had already patented an 
apparatus called the “optical theatre”, and on 28th October 
1892 he gave the first public projection of his “light pan-
tomime”. On a celluloid strip he painted stories some ten 
minutes long (“A Good Pint of Beer” – 1891, “Poor Pierrot” 
– 1892, “Around the Cabin” – 1895, etc)< using a special 
system he projected them before a curious audience. So 
now it was no longer a premonition, it had become cine-
matography> true ANIMATED CINEMATOGRAPHY, and 
its first horizon – CINEMATOGRAPHIC ANIMATION.
 The movement was written down, artistically de-
signed and developed into a new narrative dimension, 
fixed on film track and cinematographically reproduced. 
Yes, this was cinematography
 BUT IT WAS NOT YET FILM!
 And not only was it not film – but continuous evo-
lution from this optical theatre was never going to lead 
to film - not the film that was shot and presented by the 
Lumière brothers.
 Why? Simply because the fundamental turn of 
events could only happen when chemists came into the 
game, the inventors of the emulsion on which, by a certain 
process, images of reality could be fixed, meaning the cre-
ators of film track and photography. And the word “film” 
itself (from the English> thin cover, membrane) during the 
19th century was included in technical dictionaries to de-
scribe a strip covered with a sensitive emulsion…
 The “Optical Theatre”, therefore, was a rudimen-
tary inauguration and the end of MANUALLY ANIMAT-
ED CINEMATOGRAPHY, cinematography that was based 
on a manually made movement, drawn by hand.
 The Lumière brothers’ première marked the be-
ginning of FILM CINEMATOGRAPHY, which was based 
on a shot, photographically fixed, film image.
 The manual phase came to an end on 28th Decem-
ber 1985< this was the moment when manual cinematogra-
phy died to make way for film cinematography.
 However, the animated phases of movement had 
to be drawn or modelled – meaning “filmed” one by one. 
The film camera, at the time it was invented, was not able 
to do that (or could only do it in a rough, rudimental way, 
by the cameraman continually stopping the camera)< be-
cause its technology meant that unless it was stopped it 
would register hundreds and thousands of frames-pho-
tographs while recording a natural movement in space, 
meaning what was taking place before the lens.
 In other words, from 1895 until the beginning of 

the 20th century, cinematographic animation stopped de-
veloping because one (manual) form of its existence had 
died, and the other (filmed) had still not adjusted to its ex-
istence… The first predictions of film animation appeared 
at that time in the tricks imagined and performed by 
Georges Méliès> the possibility of stopping shooting and 
replacing an actor or an object with another “during the 
break” (which on the screen results in the “magic” trans-
formation of the original into its substitution) was used by 
a number of authors to create a trick-illusion of a draw-
ing or an object in movement. In the Méliès’ film there 
was a magician who turned drawings into living people 
(“The Magic Book”, 1900)< in America, Stuart Blackton in 
front of the camera drew the face of a fat man who smiles 
when the author offers him a glass of wine or a cigar (“The 
Enchanted Drawing”, 1900)< Edison’s Company as early 
as 1989 created “The Knight’s Dream” with a number of 
metamorphoses of people and objects that the main char-
acter sees in his dream< Edwin Porter presented a baker 
who modelled busts of famous personalities out of pliable 
clay– and moving particular sculptures forward was also 
done by stopping shooting and adding further quantities 
of the material (“Fun in the Baker’s Shop”, 1902)… and 
so on< there were countless examples of these rudimen-
tary trick-surrogates of film animation during the pioneer 
years of the seventh art…
 It was not until the beginning of the first decade of 
the 20th century that, at three places almost simultaneous-
ly, the possibility of a special sort of “frame by frame” film 
shooting was discovered> Segundo de Chomon in Spain, 
Blackton in the USA and Emile Cohl in France constructed 
the first rudimentary “stop cameras”, film cameras that 
were able to record a series of drawn or modelled move-
ments, one by one…
 And now, for a moment, it seemed that the filmed 
cinematography had once and for all swallowed the man-
ual, animated one< it seemed that from now on, a drawn 
or modelled image, a phased hand-made design, was only 
going to be brought to life on the screen if it was trans-
ferred onto film track in a photographic, filmed way. How-
ever, this prediction was only going to be partly fulfilled< 
in about 1911 the Corradini brothers in Italy “forgot” the 
camera and once again painted by hand directly onto film 
track< they were to be joined by some other eccentrics, and 
later McLaren was to draw even the sound accompani-
ment alongside the manually made pictures…
 How fast these turning points were to follow each 
other!
 The last screening at the “Optical Theatre” was 
held on 28th February 1900< the first “real” film with ani-
mated objects (Chomon – “The Electric Hotel”) was made 
as early as 1906, and in 1911 the Corradinis painted direct-
ly onto film track… All this, in fact, points to the beginning 
of a new, ambivalent phase in the life of cinematographic 
animation, one that still exists today – an enigmatic syn-
thesis of picture, sculpture and photography, its constitu-
tive and structural equilibristics maintaining a fine balance 
between film and the fine arts.
 It seems that, viewed in the context of the total 
range of its evolutionary being, cinematographic anima-
tion is imposing itself on us through at least three basic, 
complete but different models – the first one is dead from 
the historical point of view, but the remaining two are suf-
ficiently alive and resistant to be able to throw into disar-



ray any thought-up theoretical–analytical conclusion…
 The first example (Emile Reynaud) marks cin-
ematographic animation with no connection with film< a 
series of coloured drawings are put manually on to ordi-
nary celluloid film track. This is pure HANDWRITTEN 
ANIMATION, and includes drawn-animated works only. 
There are no copies or multiplying, each work is a unique 
one-off example.
 The second example (Blackton, Chomon, Cohl 
and their followers up to the present day) encompasses 
the cinematographic animation that uses film track and an 
adjustable (“stop”) camera for recording hand-made phas-
es – of a painted, puppet or some other kind of character. 
In such a way, different important examples of drawn, 
puppet, collage etc animation appeared. We are talking 
about FINE-ART-FILM ANIMATION – because the roots 
of these primary, static image-phases can be directly traced 
from paintings (drawing, collage) and sculptures (puppet, 
object), and film appears as a technical means of register-
ing and optically reintegrating movement. These works 
could be multiplied into any number of copies and made 
available to audiences all over the world.
 The third example (the Corradini brothers, Len 
Lye, McLaren and others, right up to the present day) 
includes innovators of cinematographic animation who 
rejected the use of a camera and put the pictures-phases 
onto track by hand - and in most cases this is film track, 
especially during the sound era (and here we find film-
ing, drawing or impressing the sound onto the tape). This 
is HANDWRITTEN-FILM ANIMATION which integrates 
the hand-made picture and the film track< obviously this 
category only includes drawn-animated works and it en-
ables a large number of copies, like the previous one.
 Let us try to recapitulate.
 In the first case – we have hand-drawn sequences, 
ordinary celluloid track, a system of hand-projecting im-
ages onto the screen, a one-off completed article.
 In the second case – there is a separate fine-art im-
age (painting or sculpture), its photographic registration 
on film track (of sound of silent quality), a large number 
of copies, a cinematographic system of projection onto the 
screen.
 In the third case – we have an image drawn by 
hand onto film track (with or without sound - in the for-
mer, with recorded or engraved sound), an optical copying 
system and cinematographic projection as in the previous 
case.
 But what is common to all three examples are el-
ements that were already present in Reynaud’s manual 
of animated cinematography, which means they were 
known and used before the discovery of film cinematog-
raphy< these elements are a hand-made image – a phase of 
a movement, transparent track, a system of projection onto 
the screen and musical accompaniment.
 Naturally, over a period of time the quality of 
these elements changes. The celluloid track becomes a film 
track, the Reynaud’s one-off hand-produced work turns 
into photo-registration of the hand-produced work (Black-
ton, Cohl, Disney, etc.) or into an optically copied print of 
the hand-produced work (Corradini brothers, McLaren, 
etc.), the system of projection develops from a manual 
process into a technical one, the one-off tape is replaced 
by multiple (industrially made) copies, the sound accom-
paniment develops from an “accompanied” one into one 

that is registered or recorded on the tape itself.
 Yes, the quality is being changed – but the charac-
ter of these elements is only being partially changed. Film 
has changed the external look of the phenomenon, but not 
its essence!
 Everything (the minimum) needed for the origin 
of an animated creation, for its existence and the “public 
life” of cinematographic animation, was present – at least 
rudimentarily – in the “Optical Theatre”. Even sound< with 
the help of silver “spikes” attached to the tape, an electric 
circuit and electromagnet, a small drum was activated 
which, at a given moment, enriched the performance with 
musical or “sound-effect” accents…

Three fundamental structural strata

 Film had suddenly become involved in this pri-
mary-technical structure as a technologically superior and 
evolutionary “stronger” factor – but not as a crucial or dia-
lectically essential factor. Thanks to film, animation on the 
screen set off in a direction quite different from the original 
one, although without film it would have neither vanished 
nor stagnated. If film had never come into existence, if film 
cinematography had never been inaugurated – animated 
cinematography could have continued its development, 
maybe in a better, maybe in a worse – but certainly in a dif-
ferent direction. After all, is not every amateur who wants 
to, able today to make an animated cartoon without film, 
just using ordinary perforated celluloid track, a projector 
and his imagination?
 This is by no means the idealization of hand-pro-
duced work, putting it above an “alienated” industrial 
product - it is not about nostalgia for the “unspoiled” phe-
nomena of the past, nor should our thesis be considered as 
exalted praise of the imperfect apparatus of the “Optical 
Theatre”. Even so, the fact is that out of this and similar 
nuclei, animated cinematography could have developed 
further, so even if film had never been invented – today we 
would probably be witnessing a spectacle incomparably 
more perfect than Reynaud’s, but it would still be a spec-
tacle whose roots were  firmly planted in the bits and bobs 
of the “Optical Theatre”.
 Probably!
 It is impossible to be categorical> Reynaud’s suc-
cessors and followers could be expected to solve many un-
avoidable problems – from the making of necessary cop-
ies to more adequate sound equipment and a much better 
projection system. Maybe not all the forms of cinemato-
graphic animation which film makes possible would trav-
el along this road, apart from “animated drawing”, and 
the use of “stop camera” (puppet films, collage, animated 
objects etc.) and perhaps, without the “involvement” of 
film, none of the screen animation that thrills us so much 
today would exist.
 Perhaps…
 However, the careful reader will be well aware of 
what we are talking about. Cinematographic animation 
was “born” before the film picture, so when, because of 
the situation (in fact – “by force of circumstances”) it was 
obliged to fit into film cinematography, by changing its 
physiognomy it managed to hold on to some of its fun-
damental, previous, non-film characteristics - seemingly 
small but unavoidable elements which today we can still 
recognize in its structure. This is why we hesitate to call 



it “film animation”, and prefer to give it the general term 
CINEMATOGRAPHIC ANIMATION, and in individual 
sections HANDWRITTEN ANIMATION, FINE-ART-FILM 
ANIMATION and HANDWRITTEN-FILM ANIMATION< 
this is why we tend to separate the quality of cinemato-
graphic-film from that of cinematographic-animation.
 In our opinion, there exists a sphere of CINEMA-
TO-GRAPHIC ARTS (just as there exists a sphere, for ex-
ample, of FINE ARTS), one that includes works that RE-
CORD MOVEMENT (using different means – on different 
kinds of track), and that by using different kinds of projec-
tion on different screens RECONSTITUTE MOBILITY OF 
THE CHOSEN PHENOMENA. CINEMATOGRAPHIC 
ARTS can be divided into (a) HANDWRITTEN-ANIMAT-
ED CINEMATOGRAPHY, (b) SHOT-FILM CINEMATOG-
RAPHY and (c) certain forms of their “symbiosis” – which 
is what we mean when we mention FINE-ART-FILM or 
HANDWRITTEN-FILM ANIMATION!
 Because, even when an animated image uses the 
same track, projector and screen as a film image, the two 
never completely fit one into other - not in essence, not in 
their appearance and not in an ontological or phenomeno-
logical way.
 Namely, neither film nor film technique was neces-
sary to cinematographic animation, for the simple reason 
that the handmade art was not copying anything – it was 
painting and thus genuinely creating< thus, when film be-
came "entangled" in its destiny and its medial structure 
- cinematographic animation changed the form of its ap-
pearance, but not the essence of its fundamental being…
 FILM DID NOT SUCCEED IN CHANGING IT 
INTO THE ART OF COPYING, BUT, ON THE CON-
TRARY, CINEMATOGRAPHIC ANIMATION TURNED 
FILM INTO A NEW, MORE PERFECT MEANS OF PAINT-
ING AND MODELLING.
 Ralph Stevenson in the book “Animation in the 
Cinema” says> (HERE COMES THE QUOTE) 
 So the fundamental answer lies in the fact that the 
whole structure of film depends on the photographic reg-
istration or “filming” of something that happens in front of 
the camera, and on the transferring of this “adopted” ma-
terial to the screen. And since in front of the camera there 
are phenomena and beings in motion, at the same moment 
a certain appearance and its form of movement are being 
“adopted”. What are being “adopted” are, in fact, larger or 
smaller parts of an afilmic reality, not dependent on film, 
spheres of reality that possess their own forms of existence 
and development, their own forms of life and life flexibil-
ity.
  Cinematographic animation, on the other hand, 
independently creates the appearance, movement and 
entire reality of its own creation, first visually formulat-
ing its fragment-phases at the level of an artist’s (draw-
ing, collage) or a sculptor’s model (puppet, object), then 
registering on track either by hand or by filming these and 
any other (painted or “unnatural”) units-artifacts, and fi-
nally projecting them onto the screen at cinematographic 
speed, which means 16 frames-per-second (silent film) or 
24 frames-per-second (sound film). Formulated in fine-arts 
terminology, the still artifacts ONLY WHEN THEY GET 
TO THE SCREEN DO THEY TRANSFORM THEMSELVES 
INTO A TOTAL SPACE-TIME MODEL OF A NEW REAL-
ITY, ONLY HERE WILL DRAWN, CUT-OUT OR THREE-
DIMENSIONAL DESIGNED PHASES GROW INTO AN 

OPTICALLY CONTINUATIVE (CINEMATOGRAPHIC) 
MOVEMENT.
 The fundamental aesthetic dilemma of the feature 
or documentary film (to put it simply) lies in the question> 
what in fact emerges from the process of artificial (filmed) 
“adoption” of life (reality) in front of the camera, what is 
that artificial and mobile image on the screen “in itself” – 
and what is it in relation to the dynamic “original” reality? 
An animated creation forces us to forget the natural, life 
sphere – but also to explore in parallel two equally arti-
ficial levels, two completely different (artificially created) 
constitutive levels of creation. One has the FINE-ART, the 
other the FILM character. By the first is understood the 
exploration of STILL forms and the symbiosis of lines, 
colours, plains, volumes, etc., the other requires an exper-
tise of CINEMATOGRAPHIC qualities such as direction, 
filming, editing, sound recording… And the final secret 
of animation lies in the CENTRAL POINT between these 
“poles”, in the process which feature and documentary 
films perform almost automatically> in the order and shape 
of the recording of particular frames, in the technique or 
creation called “FRAME BY FRAME”, or “IMAGE PAR 
IMAGE”.
 And when we design single fine-art values, shoot 
them “frame by frame” and project them, they become 
on the screen not only mobile, but FOR THE FIRST TIME 
THEY ACTUALLY CONSTITUTE THEMSELVES AS A 
TOTAL MEDIA REALITY and the shape of their final em-
bodiment is neither a “film image” nor “film movement”, 
but an “animated-film image” and “animated-film move-
ment”, which is far from being the same. In the following 
research we will try to explain this in more detail.
 And so, to the question – “what is, in fact, anima-
tion?”, for the moment we can only answer in relation to 
the basic “material” elements of the global structure< the 
first third of this phenomenon is of a FINE-ART construc-
tion, the other – of a FILM one, and the third, a medial 
one, one that includes the act of transformation of still-art 
into mobile-cinematographic values, is the very PROCESS 
and ACT OF ANIMATION. This would, naturally, explain 
only elementary premises< at a more complex aesthetical 
and structural level, the real problems are still waiting for 
us…
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